No ‘Open House’ for Israeli Apartheid

“[In Tel Aviv] we destroyed a culture, destroyed life,
destroyed education, destroyed what was here”
- Prof. Moshe Zuckerman, Tel Aviv University

It is shameful that the Open House festival is playing host to a propaganda
event sponsored by the Israeli state. Israel’s Foreign Affairs ministry has
explicitly stated that it views “culture as a hasbara [propaganda] tool of
the first rank" and does "not differentiate between hasbara and culture”.
By associating itself with this event, Open House is facilitating a whitewash
of Israeli human rights abuses and war crimes against the Palestinian people.

Palestinian refugees flee their homes in the face of IsraeliZionist ethnic cleansing military operations in 1948

It is also shameful that Dublin Civic Trust’s
premises will be used to stage the event.
DCT’s mission to seek “the recognition and
protection of the city’s architectural heritage
[...] generating greater awareness of Dublin's
historic built environment [...] taking cognisance of its past while embracing the future”
stands totally at odds with allowing DCT to be
associated with an event sponsored by the
Israeli state, considering Israel’s ruthless
policy of social and architectural destruction.

In 1948 the State of Israel came into being on the back of the ethnic cleansing
of over 700,000 indigenous Palestinians involving the forced depopulation of
531 towns and villages, and 11 urban neighbourhoods. 92% of these areas
were subsequently destroyed. Far from “emerging from the sand dunes”
Tel Aviv itself is, in part, built over the remains of four Palestinian
villages - Sheikh Muwannis, Jammusin, Salame and Summeil.

From 1967 to 2012, Israel demolished over 26,000 Palestinian structures in
the occupied territories (over 460 this year alone). 2008/09 saw a massive
assault on the civilian infrastructure of Gaza during the ‘Operation Cast Lead’
attack, which also left over 1,400 people dead. Due to the ongoing Israeli
blockade of Gaza and severe restrictions on imports of construction materials,
Palestinians have found it very difficult to reconstruct their society.
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"[Israel’s] Protection of Holy Sites Law
applies to holy sites of all religious
groups within the country and in all of
Jerusalem, but the Government implements regulations only for Jewish sites.
Non-Jewish holy sites do not enjoy legal
protection under it because the Government does not recognize them as official holy sites. At the end of 2008, there
were 137 designated holy sites, all of
which were Jewish. Furthermore, the
Government has drafted regulations to
identify, protect, and fund only Jewish
holy sites”
- 2009 US State Department Report

Israel continues to fund the construction of
illegal colonial settlements in the West Bank
and East Jerusalem, a grave breach of the
Fourth Geneva Convention while it administers a system of military occupation and
Apartheid against Palestinians.

Tel Aviv is a “UNESCO City of
Architecture", however Israel
withdrew all UNESCO funding
in 2011 after the organisation
granted Palestine membership.
Cultural tolerance at its finest!

Palestinian citizens of Israel are the principal and disproportionate targets of
evictions through the "gentrification" of historic Palestinian structures and districts in mixed Jewish and Arab cities - nowhere is this more so evident than
in Tel Aviv. While Tel Aviv makes claims for tolerance, in reality the discrimination against indigenous Palestinians is worse today than ever. Across large
swathes of the city, an informal system of housing and other discrimination
exists which would not be out of place in the Deep South of the US in the
mid-1950s.

These are the grim and distrubing facts that those attending this Israeli
Embassy sponsored propaganda event should remember. Israel is a
discriminatory, Apartheid state and should be boycotted by civil society
until it ends its occupation of Palestinian lands and abides fully by its
obliagtions under international law.
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